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A Message from the President
The beginning of a new year brings hope for the renewal of everything that is good in our
lives. It signifies a fresh start, a time to make improvements in our lives and to pursue
new goals, both on a personal level and in our own genealogical research. This year,
resolve to be more active in your society. Help us to become stronger as an organization, to do better, to achieve more, and to continue to inspire and to assist others in the
quest to discover their roots.
Society Meeting
Dates for 2016

There are many opportunities for you to share your talents. In the coming year, I plan to
call on you to help with various projects such as to become involved in the management of the society, to help with the newly established scholarship fund, to help plan
the State Hispanic conference for 2021, and to help identify the capable society leaders
for 2017-2018. I hope that you will answer my call.

January 17-Guillermo
Garmendia
Leal

I am excited and honored to let you know that I will be representing our society
as a speaker for RootsTech, a national genealogy conference being held in
Salt Lake City, UT, February 3-6. My presentation will be "A Case Study in
Hispanic Genealogy." Wish me luck!

February 21
March 20
April 17
May 15

Mary Torres

June 26
July 17
August 21
September 18
October 16
November 20
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Mary Torres is seen
here receiving two
awards at the Texas
Genealogical State
Convention in November. One Award
was to the RGVHGS
for its publication of
the Valley Veterans
book and the other
award was for Mary’s
Sunday columns in
the Valley Morning
Star.
Below are the two awards from the TG State Convention and the Proclamation that the Rio Grande Hispanic Genealogical Society received from the City of Harlingen in October 2015.
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Irene Silva
The Cavazos
Line
Using Roots
Magic
November 15,
2015
Followed by the
Annual Membership
Social

Other 2015 Events



Jose Palacios presented “Genealogy and the
Novel” in June



Board and advisory members attended the 36th
Annual Texas State Hispanic Genealogical and
Historical Conference I Laredo on October 8-10th



Board and advisory members attended the Texas
State Genealogy Conference in Dallas on October
30-November 1, 2015
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New Year’s Traditions
Fireworks, ringing bells, 12 grapes, a family dinner, sparkling wine, hugs and music set the stage for a typical New
Year’s celebration in Mexico’s largest cities. As in the rest of the world, Mexicans gather together with our loved ones,
relatives or friends to celebrate what we’ve shared during the past year and to wish a better one for everyone.
As in the rest of the world, New Year’s celebration in Mexico is not necessarily held at home. Families or friends also
gather in restaurants that offer dinner and dancing.
Additionally, state governments also organize massive celebrations in public places such as the Plaza de la Constitucion (Zocalo), the Monument of the Revolution in Mexico City, or in the beautiful Parque Fundidora in Monterrey,
Nuevo Leon.
Those that celebrate at home share various rituals from many of the world’s cultures. It’s very traditional to eat 12
grapes at the moment that the countdown begins to welcome the New Year, representing 12 wishes; lentils are
spread around the door as a symbol of abundance; sweeping toward the outside of the home, to drive everything
bad from the previous year out of it, or using red underwear that night to attract love, or yellow to attract money…
However, rituals are still preserved in Mexico whose origins date back to pre-Hispanic times. The various cultures that
inhabited what is now the Mexican territory also celebrated the end of one cycle and the beginning of another, which did
not necessarily have the duration of the current year. And although each had its own calendars and rituals, in general, they shared some fundamental concepts and elements.
On the one hand, the Mayans, Aztecs and others of Mexico’s pre-Hispanic cultures conceived of time in a
very different manner from today. For them, time was not linear, but cyclical. That is, every so often, the most important events were repeated, such as the seasons and the movements of the stars, as well as the periods of war, the
dreaded years of drought or devastating floods.
That ‘s why the ancient Mexicans were great observers of nature and even had several calendars such as religious and
agricultural ones, which determined all the activities within every sector of society, from planting to the
most favorable time to wage war.
The merger of its various calendars generated a “total calendar”, which covered a great many years. For example,
for the Aztecs, every 52 years marked the change of an era and this celebration was called the “binding of years” or
the “New Fire“. For the Maya, every 20 years was a katun and every 20 katuns marked a new era or Baktun.
Both the Mayans and the Aztecs performed very solemn ceremonies, rituals and sacrifices to thank the gods for the
beginning of a new era. Fire was a fundamental part in all of them, because in Pre-Hispanic cultures, fire is
the purifying element par excellence.
Culture and Traditions by Angelica Galicia

New Year's Day Holiday History New Year's is one of the oldest holidays still celebrated, but the exact date and
nature of the festivities has changed over time. It originated thousands of years ago in ancient Babylon, celebrated as
an eleven day festival on the first day of spring. During this time, many cultures used the sun and moon cycle to decide
the "first" day of the year. It wasn't until Julius Caesar implemented the Julian calendar that January 1st became the
common day for the celebration. The content of the festivities has varied as well. While early celebrations were more
paganistic in nature, celebrating Earth's cycles, Christian tradition celebrates the Feast of the Circumcision of Christ on
New Year's Day. Roman Catholics also often celebrate Solemnity of Mary, Mother of God, a feast honoring Mary. However, in the twentieth century, the holiday grew into its own celebration and mostly separated from the common association with religion. It has become a holiday associated with nationality, relationships, and introspection rather than a religious celebration, although many people do still follow older traditions - See more at: http://wilstar.com/holidays/
newyear.htm#sthash.LmEJWBCi.dpuf
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López: América Española
José Antonio López – October 4, 2015
Mexico and Mexican-descent immigrants continue to be ignobly thrown into the U.S. public opinion arena without
mercy.
This time, extremists are uptight to hear the sound of Spanish. That is, they dislike the language of Cervantes being
spoken “on this side of the border.” Quick to blame it on recent immigration, their attacks are inconsistent with the
chronology of U.S. history.
As the most senior European language in America, Spanish must merit as high a degree of respect as that given to
English. The question is, why isn’t it? In answering that question, I offer the following five reasons justifying its positive influence in our nation. I do so with two goals in mind. First, give notice to skeptics who insist on keeping Mexico
and the Spanish language out of the U.S. story. Second, get the attention of Mexican -descent U.S. citizens who may
be unaware of their long, honored history in the U.S.
Reason 1. None other than Stephen F. Austin saw Mexico as a bright future for poor, sharecropper Anglo families.
Economically excluded by the U.S. upper class, this first wave of anguished citizens sought refuge in Mexico, adopting its distinctive way of life. In fact, Austin legally changed his first name from “Stephen” to “Esteban” and was
proud to be bi-lingual. Sadly, revisionist mainstream Texas historians changed that initial white Anglo Saxon migration to Mexico from one of despair and want, to one contrived in 1836 Texas Revolution myths.
Reason 2. The large number of Spanish-named places in the U.S. is not the work of recent Mexican immigrants
“bringing their culture over here.” In truth, it was U.S. Anglos who swam across at least three rivers (Mississippi,
Red, and Sabine) to reach these Spanish-speaking towns. For example, San Antonio, Texas; Santa Fe, New Mexico; Tucsón, Arizona; and Los Angeles, California are the best known 16th -18th Century towns settled by Spanish
Mexican pioneers. (Key Point: Santa Fe, New Mexico, born in 1610, is the oldest capital city in the U.S. Thus, Spanish traces are quite visible still, creating the vibrant Spanish Mexican (Native American) ambiance the region is
known for today.)
Reason 3. Our New Spain ancestors (for instance, Las Villas del Norte in Nuevo Santander (Tamaulipas), San Antonio, Nacogdoches, and La Bahia/Goliad) helped the English colonies with soldiers, food, war materiel, clothing, and
financial support. Specifically, they donated money; (Españoles, two pesos; Mestizos and Indios, one peso each).
Oddly, mainstream historians ignore the Spanish-speaking Americans’ quick response to the colonists’ needs.
Rather, U.S. history today supports only an English viewpoint. That’s in spite of the fact that we vigorously celebrate
July 4th, 1776, as our day of independence from, yes, England. Ironic, isn’t it?
Reason 4. Last year, after nearly 240 years since it was first proposed, General Gálvez received U.S. honorary citizenship for his vital help to General George Washington. Upon hearing the news, most citizens (sadly many of Hispanic-descent) were surprised to hear about General Gálvez’ Independence involvement. To be sure, General Marquis de Lafayette was given the prestigious honor in 2002. The reason why General Galvez wasn’t saluted at the
same time lies in the selective teaching of mainstream U.S. history. That’s the same mindset that contributes to today’s negative view of Mexico and the Spanish language in the U.S.
Reason 5. There is much the U.S. owes to the Spanish Mexican culture. For example,Mexican currency was a preferred legal tender for merchants and citizens alike in the U.S. colonies. Too, over two -thirds of U.S. land has Spanish footprints. For example, Spanish-speaking people inhabited the entire middle-lower tier of states, from Florida to
California. Again, Anglo settlers moving west used Spanish maps and Camino Real trails. In the words of Author H.
E. Bolton, “Half of the U.S. rests on Spanish land; perhaps more if only the U.S. respected Spanish territorial claims
from the 16th-18th centuries.” ( Continue on the next page.)
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To be fair, in encountering weaker civilizations around the world, all European countries ruthlessly exploited native
cultures. Spain and England both led the pack. In fact, Walt Whitman said it this way in 1883, “It is time to realize
that there will not be found any more cruelty, tyranny, and superstition in the résumé in past Spanish history than in
the corresponding résumé of Anglo-Norman history.”
As shown above, there is no basis in fact regarding today’s nasty, negative view of the Spanish language in the U.S.
political rhetoric field. As they gain strength in numbers, Spanish Mexican -descent students deserve a more positive
picture of their heritage in the classroom. If they are taught that the U.S. Northeast is favorably known as New England, then their teachers should also teach them that the Southwest is New Spain.
In closing, authoritative writers consider human historical events as common property belonging to all mankind. So it
must be for the Spanish influence in U.S. history. As to its importance, the narrative has for too long been written by
unfriendly hands. Clearly, it’s time for fairness and balance — time for belated recognition.
The year 2019 marks the 500th anniversary of the arrival of our Spanish ancestors on the Texas coast in 1519. All
Spanish Mexican-descent citizens must unite in calling for celebration from Texas to California! There’s no better
time to do the right thing for the right reasons. ¡Viva América Española!
About the Author: José “Joe” Antonio López was born and raised in Laredo, Texas, and is a USAF Veteran. He now
lives in Universal City, Texas. He is the author of four books. His latest book is “Preserving Early Texas History (Essays
of an Eighth-Generation South Texan)”. It is available through Amazon.com. Lopez is also the founder of
the Tejano Learning Center, LLC, and www.tejanosunidos.org, a Web site dedicated to Spanish Mexican
people and events in U.S. history that are mostly overlooked in mainstream history books. This article was
first published in The Rio Grande Guardian, and published here with the author’s permission and the permission of
The Rio Grande Guardian.

The Four Voyages of Christopher Columbus

(Submitted by Ofeia Olsson.)
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Tips, Tops, and Other Enlightenments
Dear Ofelia
Dear Ofelia: I have been planning to start researching my roots. Can you give me a few tips to get started?
As experienced genealogy researchers know, when you’re starting your genealogy research, start with what you
know. And you know yourself, parents and possibly grandparents. If possible speak with your grandparents and ask
about their parents and grandparents. Don’t make the mistake I made when I started: I wrote on note paper and made
lines and arrows to connect people. I looked for birth records, marriage records and census records, but I did not make
notations on where I was searching for particular people. When you’re searching, fill out family group sheets and pedigree sheets. These are easy to find on the internet. When I started there was no internet. Find or make your own charts. I
made a chart for the census, including all census years for all the family. This way I was able to keep track of which census years I searched for particular people and what the results were. Establish a plan for each search such as “I want to
find the marriage date for my great grandfather”.
(Send

your questions on researching your roots to Ofelia Olsson the RGVHGS resident expert at orolsson@rgv.rr.com, and
we will include Ofelia's answer in the next newsletter.)

Genealogy Tip of the Day
When labeling pictures, writing family stories, or performing any type of research analysis, constantly remind yourself that what is obvious to you may not be obvious to someone else. We've all encountered the hundred year old newspaper article that omitted details we
would love to know today were probably "obvious and well-known" at the time. michael@genealogytipoftheday
(

S ubmitted by Ofelia Olsson.)

RGVHGS Books for Sale
Cameron County Marriage Index, Grooms, Vol I A-L $40
Cameron County Marriage Index, Grooms, Vol II M-Z $40
Cameron County Marriage Index, Brides, Vol I A-L $40
Cameron County Marriage Index, Brides, Vol II M-Z $40
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 Journals, $30 Each

Rancho Soliseno Cementery, El Soliseno, Tamaulipas, Mexico $10, $3 S/H
Once Upon a time—Mas Antes, Family Stories, Rio Grande
Valley, $20, $7 S/H
Reynosa, Tamaulipas, Mexico Marriage Index Book III 18111823 $ 35, $5 S/H

www.rgvhispanicgenealogicalsociety.com

San Fernando Tamaulipas, Mexico, Baptisms, 1854 Indexed $50
San Fernando Tamaulipas, Mexico, Baptisms, 1856 Indexed $50

Visit our website for order form or call Annie at 956-454-9419

Please note: A $7.00 shipping and handling charge will be added to each book listed above.

Books to Read:

Nancy
Hendrickson’s
Unofficial guide to
how the notable
website can help
you trace your family
history

Diaz del Castillo
Journals his eyewitness
account of the conquest
of the Aztecs and Montezuma

Kurzwell and
Wiesel
tells us how
to trace our
Jewish Genealogy
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Marriages of Our Past . . .
1 March 1669
Marriage of Capt. Nicolas de Treviño and Maria de Renteria which took place in the Capilla de la Pesqueria and
recorded in the Monterrey Marriages. (Submitted by Ofelia Olsson.)

(From Ancestry.com)

November 24, 1928 Monterrey, N.L.
Mex.
The marriage record of Don Castulo Martinez and Dona Esther Esquivel which
took place at 525 Calle Ruperto Martinez
with Castulo’s parents Apolonio Martinez
and Fransica Ramirez Martinez present.
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2015-2016
Rio Grande Valley Hispanic
Maria Esther Guillen
Editor
As a retired educator my
passions are God, family,
reading, writing,
gardening, and anything
involving creativity.
I hope that in this
newsletter you discover
worthwhile information to
spark or continue your
genealogy research, and I
welcome your ideas and
suggestions.

Genealogical Society
Board of Directors:
President: Mary Torres
V-President: Carlos Cantu
Secretary: Maria Esther Guillen
Treasurer: Annie Barrera
Board Members:
Dominga Anguiano Quintanilla

Please send all
submissions, queries,
comments, or questions to
m1guillen@yahoo.com.
Scholarship
A committee has been formed to set up the guidelines for a scholarship that the Society will offer to
a graduating senior in the spring of 2016. Plans so
far are to offer two $500 scholarships. As always
our mission is to create genealogical interest in
our young people. Therefore, part of the criteria
will be to require either a four or five generation
chart.
If you would like to serve on the fundraising committee, please e-mail Mary Torres at torresmaro@att.net

Sylvia Flores
Celia Quintanilla
Advisory Board Members:
Toni Garza
Ofelia Olsson
Irene Silva
Kimberly Olsson Wyatt, Attorney
Website: Jason Paul Olsson
Newsletter Editor: Maria Esther Guillen

If you would like to donate to the scholarship fund,
please send your check to:
Rio Grande Valley Hispanic Genealogical Society
c/o Annie Barrera, Treasurer
P. O. Box 371, San Benito, Texas 78586
Please write scholarship donation on the
memo .line of your check.

Visit our website
www.rgvhispanicgenealogicalsociety.com or
Find us on

Facebook.com
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